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 respectable number of individuals in their ranks. Of these, the Jarawas, although
 not distantly located from the settlement, receive all advances with inveterate
 implacability; while the Unges of Little Andaman, who were until 1884 almost
 totally unvisited, are further off and enjoy an insular position."
 As, however, only two of the twelve weeks passed in these groups were spent
 at the Andamans, Mr. Kloss has naturally more to say regarding the Nicobars and
 their inhabitants, based on the notes and observations made during the ten weeks
 that the yacht was cruising in the archipelago. His mode of spelling the names of
 certain of the islands is unfamiliar to those best acquainted with them, and is
 apparently copied from the excellent charts prepared in 1886-87 by Lieut.-Colonel
 G. Strahan, n.E., of the Survey of India.
 Mr. Kloss has much of interest to relate of these islands and their scattered
 communities; he was fortunate in arriving during the celebration of certain
 memorial feasts, and also in meeting several members of the friendly branch of
 the remote inland tribe of Great Nicobar, known to the coast people as "Shom
 Peii." (" Shorn," in the dialect of the coast tribes, signifies " natives," and "Pei "
 the tribal designation.)
 It has long been held by the Government authorities-and Mr. Kloss is of the
 same opinion-that the members of the inland tribe, which is nowadays confined
 to the only large island of the archipelago, are descendants of the ancient abori-
 gines of the group, who, "although everywhere else either exterminated or absorbed
 by settlers from outside, have in Great Nicobar found a refuge in the forest depths,
 and by long-standing hostility to the intruders, arising from some unknown cause,
 have preserved to a great extent their natural traits and existence, although
 somewhat degenerated, both on account of the less favourable circumstances in
 which they live, and of the interbreeding that the smallness of their numbers
 compels." As regards the coast inhabitants, Mr. Kloss adduces good grounds for
 the diversities of type noticeable among the natives of the various islands of the
 group.
 In view of the fact that Mr. Kloss succeeded in amassing much detailed
 information on a great variety of subjects during his brief tour, it is somewhat
 surprising to find that he makes no reference to the remarkable robber-crab (Birgus
 latro), or to pythons and snakes, all of which are fairly numerous at most of the
 Nicobar islands. The late Dr. V. Ball, F.R.S., author of the valuable work entitled
 ' Jungle Life in India,' regarded the Nicobar robber-crab as an object of such interest
 that he decorated the cover of his book with a sketch of this peculiar crustacean.
 But, in spite of certain errors and omissions which could hardly be avoided in
 observations made in the course of so brief a visit by one unacquainted with any
 of the dialects of the races concerning which he was writing, Mr. Kloss is to be
 heartily congratulated on his valuable contribution to our present knowledge of
 these islands and their inhabitants. It is to be hoped that this is not the only
 work we shall have from the pen of so competent an observer and explorer.
 E. H. M.
 AFRICA.
 THE CONGO STATE.
 ' Civilization in Congoland: A Story of International Wrong-doing.' By H. R.
 Fox Bourne. London: P. S. King & Son. 1903.
 Without discussing the merits of the controversy now raging with regard to
 the administration of the Congo State-a theme which hardly comes within the
 province of a Geographical Journal-we may safely say that this is a book which
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 must be read ,y all M ho wi,h to form an irdfpendent judgment on the questions
 under dispute, by candidly weighing the arguments brought forward on both sides.
 As the title of the book sufficiently indicates, Mr. Fox Bourne brings a serious
 indictment against the authorities of the State, holding that the whole methods
 of rule have been radically at fault, and have therefore had their natural out-
 come in the monstrous abuses which he considers fully substantiated by the
 evidence. In developing his thesis he goes back to the events which led up to
 the founding of the State, and traces its whole history downwards to the present
 day, so that, apart from the main theme of the volume, there is much that is likely
 to prove useful in the body of facts thus brought together, many of which are little
 known to the general public. There are chapters on early explorations and enter-
 prises, on commercial developments, and on the relations subsisting between the
 Congo State and its neighbours; while an excellent map by Bartholomew is given
 at the end.
 PRESENT RELATIONS IN WEST AFRICA.
 'Affairs of West Africa.' By Edmund D. Morel. Illustrations and Maps.
 Heinemann. 1902.
 Under an elastic and even somewhat vague title, Mr. E. D. Morel, of the Liver-
 pool Chamber of Commerce, has brought together a large amount of generally trust-
 worthy information on the present political, racial, and economic relations in West
 Africa. With the rapid growth of the various European hinterlands the expression
 " West Africa " has acquired a very wide meaning, and is here understood to com-
 prise all the British, French, German, and Belgian possessions ranging from the
 Atlantic seaboard inland to Lakes Chad and Tanganyika. Little is said about the
 German territory, but the problems associated with the social, religious, historical,
 and administrative conditions of all the other colonies are dealt with in a lucid and
 vigorous manner by a writer whose competency to discuss these complex matters is
 shown by previous contributions to the Pall Mall Gazette, the Contemporary
 Review, and several other periodicals under the familiar initials E.D.M. Mr. Morel
 speaks, in fact, en pleine connaissance de cause, as is made abundantly evident from
 the sections devoted to the British administration of the two Nigerias, to the French
 in West Sudan, to the monopolies (" concessions ") in the Congo State, to the
 Fulani (Fulahs) and Hausas, i.e. the two politically or socially dominant native
 races north of the equator, to the rival Mohammedan and Christian propagandas,
 and generally to the natural products and trade prospects of the whole region. To
 these multifarious contents must be added a special chapter on the climate and
 sanitary conditions, contributed by Major Ronald Ross, the one universally recog-
 nized authority on these vitally important subjects.
 It should be further stated that Mr. Morel is no mere compiler, but a close
 student and critical observer of passing events, whose trenchant remarks, scathing
 indictments where called for, and general inferences should arrest public attention,
 and be taken to heart by those more nearly concerned. While the trade of the
 French possessions is steadily increasing with a diminishing expenditure, the
 contrary is the case in their "moribund neighbour, Sierra Leone," where in recent
 years " the expenditure has increased by over 100 per cent. in the face of a decline
 in the producing power of the country."
 A considerable space is devoted to the present state of affairs in the Congo
 State, regarding which our author shows himself to be particularly well informed.
 But the subject is scarcely suitable for discussion in this place, and it must suffice
 to say that the picture presented by him is deplorable. The chapters on Christian
 and Moslem rivalries in West and Central Sudan might also be studied with
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